Shaping the future together!

BAVARIAN-HUNGARIAN INTERDISCIPLINARY STUDENT PROJECT ON SELF-DRIVING VEHICLES

A great opportunity to think without boundaries about the technology, mobility, and legal framework of the future. Work with the most innovative software and hardware architecture while implementing your own ideas!

Apply now, if you are...

- interested in autonomous vehicles
- interested in problem-solving
- studying in the involved universities, in the following fields:
  - mechanical engineering
  - automotive engineering
  - electrical engineering
  - information technology
  - functional safety
  - legal studies

You will have the chance to...

- Benningen, Germany
  visit the testing ground of FAKT-Motion for utility vehicles with a crash barrier crash test area
- Kempten, Landshut, München, Győr
  visit the involved universities and local Formula Student teams
- Zalazone, Hungary
  visit one of the most advanced automotive test facilities in Europe

UNIVERSITIES INVOLVED: